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1 How does the body of boards appear to illustrate the first series of natural history? A census of all volumes of natural history shows that 1,061 boards adorn 36 volumes published in the Royal Printing House between 1749 and 17881. Here we reproduce only 599 illustrations contained in the first fifteen volumes of the Royal Press (1749-
1767) - 19 vignettes and 580 plates. Each volume contains from 4 (for the first volume) to 59 (for volume XIII) plates. 2In the first three volumes, which are an extensive theoretical introduction to natural history, are poorly illustrated (volumes I-III have 4, 8 and 17 plates respectively). Volume IV, which still contains general discourses
(particularly discourse on animal nature) and describes only three species (Horse, Donkey, Beef), has only 23 plates. Tom V contains, in addition to the table order of dogs, 52 boards (28 for the dog, of which 21 boards include different varieties). Then from Volume VI to Volume XIV, each volume has 40 to 59 plates. 3In the first set, in
general, each animal is represented by a standing specimen placed on a pedestal. Then follow several engravings of anatomical parts. Finally, the series ends with the presentation of the animal's skeleton, sometimes with a detail taken on the shape of the skull or the shape of the foot. 4 In general, the engraved body is imposed by its
rigor. These are far from fashionable singers, such as the famous, attributed to Christophe Huth (1694-1759), written for the Duke of Bourbon in the castle of Chantilly2. There is here in the portrait of a horse, a donkey and a bull, more sobriety and countryside, less exotic than that of elephants, lions, deer, ostriches that Jean-Baptiste Huet
(1745-1811) drew, in the midst of the Arabic language, to the production of Jouy. Similarly, the painting that natural history gives deer or hares stands out from the spirit of hunting, as shown under the brush of Udri - Jean-Baptiste (1686-1755), then his son Juak-Charles (1720-1778), both artists of royal hunting, or under the desports -
Alexander-Francois (1661-1743), and then his son Claude-Francois (1695-1774) and Nicolas (1718-1787), known as nephew. 5This analysis of the illustrations present in natural history should actually distinguish between three levels of illustration: vignettes, hiking animals and anatomical parts. The vignette is 6-pieces, and in each
volume, each large part, opens with a vignette in a pleasant style of Boucher. The vignette that reveals the volume I shows a young girl (Science) busy reading in the middle alcoholic and geometric shapes. Volume II shows experiments by candlelight (early in the history of the animal generation) and human among animals (at the
beginning of the natural history of humans). In Volume III, likes to hang in the king's office, where the fish hangs from the ceiling, and in front of the closet of Bonnier de la Mosson. After that, Love will frolic among the animals collected in the volume and presented without order. Beasts in Leg 7First of engraved animals - gray and apple
horse volume IV. This engraving is the only one in more ways than one: the first can contrast light and sporting character, almost abundant, this horse, given the very bright poses of the animals that will follow, well placed on their pedestals; his signature is surprising. While the vast majority of animals represented in natural history are
painted by the Yuak de Seve, this first engraving was made from a painting by Jean-Baptiste Oudri, the official artist produced by de Beauvais. How can we understand Udry's unique appearance, the one to which his master, Largillier, predicted that he would never be anything but a dog and who became the famous author of The Hunt of
Louis XV4? 8 First, it can be noted that Audrey's painting undergoes a treatment that immediately puts him in a naturalistic perspective: the horse's body is spotted with letters that the spotted nature of the dress helps hide, but whose function is very clear: they are landmarks that relate to the description of the horse, given the few pages
above Daubenton. Therefore, it is immediately understood that natural history will not or not only a pleasant collection: the illustration has the function to make a known comparative anatomy of animals. 9It can also, having overshadowed the singularity of this engraving, give a political reading. It will then be argued that the presence of the
Apple horse Uri is a kind of patronage or recommendation, at the discovery of natural history: a reference to Oudry, an artist who knew how to respond to the tastes of the group gathered around Marie Leczinska and the dolphin, seems to defend the tastes of the queen, as a counterpoint to fantasies in the style of Boucher, who attaches,
the mistress of the king.5 After paying this entrance fee, which puts natural history under double fidelity, the book offers a long series of drawings of animals in the foot, which will be signed mainly by The Juak de Sev. 10It the choice to give only one person has several limitations. First, for species with number of varieties (dog, cat, etc.),
the number of engravings with a sample in the leg can be significantly increased. The same species can then be represented under multiple relationships.6 Finally, sexual dimorphism can mean that Buffon sometimes overtakes the male on the female pattern. Buffon's interest lies not so much in recording sexual dimorphism as in
preventing confusion among naturalists, many of whom have given different names to men and women. So Buffon recommends we don't multiply species unnecessarily because we don't know the male and the female well enough. 11 It is noted that for some kinds of text, give a story (signed by Buffon) deals with several species that have
close relationships (e.g. Palmist, Barbarian and Swiss in Volume X or Elan and deer in Volume XII); on the other hand, the description (signed by Daubenton) gives, as far as possible, a description by species. It is noteworthy here that the description follows the story, but the engraving follows directly the description: if there is a story, but
a few descriptions, there will also be several boards of samples in foot7. The illustration is thus clearly thinking as supporting descriptions more than stories. Anatomical parts and skeleton 12First volumes of natural history contain different signatures than De Seva, especially for anatomical parts. Several quad boards from behind Bouvet
called American; for example, in Volume VI, the skeleton of a deer and a collection of quaint forests of this species (p. 19-26 and 29-31); In Volume VII, skeleton of the Will (pl. 48, with a beautiful conical tree); Volume X, 5 to 13 Peici tips, 22 to 24 Polatouche; in that XI, all the anatomical parts of the camel and the dromeder, and their
skeleton (pl. 10-21 and 23-24), the Sheep of India (pl. 36)... 13Some boards, less often, illustrate the features preserved in the King: for example, on the board of volume 8 VI is a monstrous newborn cat. Animal boards on the legs are usually accompanied by engraving of the complete skeleton of the animal, also placed on a pedestal. It
may be noted that Putua's skeleton, for example, stands out because it has a head to the right, not to the left, like everyone else (IR VII, pl. 24). 14 These different types of illustrations draw different readings of natural history. The first route leads from one volume to another, from horse frolics to mico vermilion (first and last animals are
illustrated respectively). The second route begins with vignettes, which, each volume, present a series of disordered animals, and leads from there to a different monograph dedicated to these animals. The third path leads, inside the species, from the animal on four legs to the articulated sight of its skeleton. These different levels lend
themselves to different interpretations. By displaying the organ, the engraving acquires important educational value, isolating what was hidden inside the animal. Featuring an animal on its feet, the board seems to have lower information content, as is obvious for pets: who saw a horse, a pig, a dog? One could almost say that the
illustration then benefits in evocation and familiarity that it loses in the information and wonder; but the proliferation of varieties abundantly represented, again evokes a sense of wonder and curiosity: can a dog, cat or pig take so many different and well-established forms? Designers and engravers 15This the prints of the National Library
of France holds under the ratings Jb 23 to 23c four large volumes called the collection of original drawings of De Seve and Bouvet for four-legged. Next to each drawing, there is a print in the 4th edition and one of the in-12 edition. In addition, De Seve's original drawings seem to have almost completely disappeared. Four drawings of
Chinese vignette ink were in the house of Baron Portalis8. According to George Heilbrun, the most important collection, 152 drawings of animals made after nature were in the Mirabeau Library, sold in 17919. 16 The team of cartoonists is reduced to de Seve and Bouvet American, about which we know nothing. Similarly, historians of the
National Printing House failed to uncover archival reserves that could shed light on the history of the work.10 Almost all the original drawings (more than a thousand plates and 38 vignettes-bandeau), illustrating the natural history, signed by Juak de Sev11. As for Bouvet, historians of the illustration should at this point confine themselves
to the assertion that he was active in the second half of the 18th century, that he collaborated in natural history, and that his nickname American seems to indicate that he made the journey across the Atlantic. We will agree that there are very few of them.12 17 Drawings engraved by a large team13, including Basseporte14, Defehrt15,
Baquoy16, Baron17, Haussard18, Jardinier19, Rousseet (widow Tardieu)20 ... By comparison, the list of employees who have contributed to the Christmas-Antoine Pluce is much more modest.21 As for the list of illustrators of Linnaeus's works, it is even more succinct: his work essentially does not include engravings, except for a few
plates that occupy special works, frontispieces to describe gardens or cabinets.22 We will return later to the reasons for this absence, having faced Buffon with his rival Linnaeus, but the result of this simple comparison allows us to take note of the fact that illustration is an important component of natural history. The publication of the work
of the royal printing press is often referred to to explain this abundance of illustration as a sign of the king's cunning, for engraving is expensive. 18 The quality of the artists, as well as the value of these prints, is discussed by art historians. De Sewe's reputation as an artist and draftsman was uncertain: sometimes praised as one of the
best illustrators of his time, known for a set of vignettes made for fairy tales by Perrault (1742), Fables de LaFontaine (1746) and works by Gene Racine (1760, 3 flights)23; sometimes, on the contrary, despised as an artist without genius, but conscientious. Illustration, for its part, is considered prestigious by some experts25, but on the
contrary devalued by some aesthetes due to lack of artistic character, which seems to indicate the lack of genius engravers26. 19 Drawing beyond nature is a vague concept, as is often called. Ernst Gombrich has made it clear that the expression drawn after nature does not seem to guarantee the representation actually made on earth.27
One can cite here the case of the famed Gombrich whale ritratto that gave naturale appunto is supposed to be a stranded thing that happened in Ancona in 1601, and which actually occupies Dutch engravings that presented the whale fins as broad ears. This didn't stop the whale from actually stranding on Ancona in 1601, but the drawing
was made by copying not a scene on the spot but a graphic model. Using surveillance to actually strand the whale seemed like an unnecessary hook. Another well-known case is that of an engraved unicorn rhino tree, Albrecht Durer, a copied European scientist, illuminates28. The figure is characterized, in particular, by the presence of
scales and leather armor, forming a caparason or apron, almost a shell. Some authors criticize it, pretending to work on the spot, but not being able to completely separate their figures from the caparason copy of the D-rer. Thus, Parsons, often quoted by Buffon, condemns, in philosophical in 1743, Durer's influence: the figure given by this
animal, Albert Durer, misled most of the naturalists who had written since his time; for they have almost all copied it, and there are even many who have surpassed it by decorating the figures they have given this animal with scales and other things taken from their imagination. Finally, his figure is so bad that I will be tempted to believe
that he has never seen this animal.29 20Parsons for his part claims to be drawing a male rhino that was spotted in 1739 on Eagle Street near Red Lyon Square (p. 240-241): I had nothing to do with my description of those given by other authors; but I described it simply as I saw it, not only in the aforementioned place, but still long after
when it was shown London-Spaw.30 21In particular, Parsons attacks the second horn that Durer places on the back of the animal. Similarly, the natural history of Buffon and Daubenton is known to have given a good image of this animal, written after nature.31 This is based on the circulation of rhino samples in the European menagerie,
in particular the fact that the rhino was painted at the St. Germain Fair in 1749, and then that the second rhino was present in the Menagerie of Versailles circa 1770-177232. Such observations allow authors to criticize Erer33. In the same way James Bruce criticizes the great success of the D-rer board in 1790: he declares for his part to
work on the spot, according to a sample taken by Cherkin near Ras el-Feel, in the hunt: he praises himself to give the first engraving of the two-horned animal34. 22 In general, when approaching a naturalistic illustration, it is always necessary to remember that the drawings of animals, even if they will be described as taken on the spot or
painted in accordance with nature, actually contain picturesque borrowings35. In the case of rhino engraving in natural history, it should be noted that Daubenton writes very accurately: The one who served as the subject for this description (pl. VII) was in Paris twelve years ago (Rhino Description, IR XI, 198). He does not say that he
himself watched the animal at the fair in Saint-Germain in 1749. In fact, the animal was noticed and the description (text) was made from the specimen, but the drawing, presented in natural history, is taken from a plaque added by Demours, a doctor of medicine and a royal censor, in his translation of Parsons' memoirs. This engraving
itself was made on the rhinoceros drawn by Ian Baptiste Oudri36. 23Buffon and Daubenton also refer to several observations made on the spot. Although the Royal Garden does not yet have its own animal, naturalists can observe the animals at the St. Germain Fair (elephant in 1773, tiger in 178437), in the king's menagerie in Versailles
(observed alive as a panther or zebu arrived in August 1761 and observed in 1763; or dismembered after their death as a specimen of the axis in January 1761; seen or seen in the form of dried remains in January 1761; like the epidermis of the hidden elephant Claude Perrault or the skeleton of a lioness, brought from Trianon and kept in
the King's Garden under the number DCCCL). Naturalists still have animals captured in the park of Versailles (hedgehogs, weasel ...) or in their personal menagerie (Buffon raises a beaver, and in Montbard, the bakers that he tries to cross with sows ...). Thus, for Volume IX: the lion's text indicates that several specimens were seen in
1757 at the Battle of Taurus38 and De Sever's drawings in the Press Department bear the inscription 1754 for a man, and 1759 for a woman. Tiger (p. 9) is drawn from the stuffed skin of a dead tiger in the menagerie of Versailles a few years ago. FIG. 1 - Rhinoceros, from Gesner (Conrad), Icones animalium quadrupedum viviparorum
and ovipiparorum quae in the history of animalium, zurich: C. Froschover, 1560, p. 60 (MNHN Central Library, D 12429). 24His drawing in the volume of Jb23b Department of Printing bears the inscription De Seve 1759, the skeleton was presented to Bouvet. The Panthers of Versailles were drawn alive (pls 11 and 12; of Sevia 1755). As
for the jaguar, the naturalists admit, We have not seen this animal alive, but we (Pagos, the royal doctor in Santo Domingo) sent it to us whole and well preserved in the prepared liquor, and it was on this subject that we made a drawing and description of it. (IR IX, 201; From Sechev 1758). 25 All, drawing after nature is far from the rule.
For three years (between June 1, 1759 and June 1, 1762), De Seve seems to have moved to the menagerie of Versailles for only fourteen animal drawings.39 The case will be different for the birds for which Buffon recommends working as far as possible from live birds.40 26 Drawings of the American and Bouvet from different sources
are made. The representation of the anatomical parts of the horse, the first animal studied, can be based on many iconographic sources. In the French, it is worth noting the work of Eroar, with seven brass Jacob de Wert (1599), but also to the works of Pierre de La Noe (French and Italian cavalry, 1620, decorated with 41 brass) and
especially Carlo Ruini (c. 1530-1598), needed for the anatomy of the horse41. It is also known that the skeleton of the horse was kept in the Royal Academy of Sciences. Finally, Edme Bouchardon (1698-1762) conducted 838 studies, sixty-nine of which are devoted to horses that contain skeletal or skin drawings, accurately annotated by
a list of different muscles and anatomical parts.42 FIG. 2 - Leather Horse, from Ruini (Carlo), Anatomy del Cavallo, Idfermita e suoi rimedii, Opera Nuova, Venice: G. Bindoni, 1599, p. 223 (Central Library of MNHN, 1095). 27 As the elephant is summed up by a note from Daubenton: This figure was taken from a model of an elephant that
the Emperor of the Turks introduced to the King of Naples, and who for a long time lived in the capital of this kingdom, where he died a few years ago. Mr. Sali, a sculptor from the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture in Paris, modeled this elephant in Naples in 1745; Mr. Suflot, the Inspector General of the Royal Buildings, who owns
this model and who was willing to lend it to us, assured me that this was done with great care and that it was possible to count on the accuracy of its proportions.43For the history of the deer admits to Buffon that he could not have the animal alive. Collinson, a member of the Royal Society, sent him a drawing of the skeleton of this animal,
which is depicted on the board of 12 volumes XII. As for the impulse, Buffon had the opportunity to see one about fifteen years ago (he wrote in 1764)44, but the animal remained so few days in Paris that Buffon had no time to draw it, and that he had to just check the description given in the memoirs to serve the natural history of animals.
Similarly, he complains in the history of gazelles about this abundance of animals (goats, gazelles, boubless, chevrolets, mazame), all are different from each other, somewhat completely unknown, the rest are represented by naturalists, and all taken for each other by travelers. At the hippo, Daubenton also have to report flaws and lack of
observation: We have not seen an adult hippo. This description is only about one fruit and the skinny heads of hippos that are in the king's office and the bones of the feet that have been brought to us by Mr. Bernard de Jussieu.46 29In the board 3 Tom XII represents this fruit lying on the table near the anatomy tools that should be used to
dissect it. A large hippo can be seen through a window in the distance, copied from the figure given by Fabio Colonna (1567-1650)47. This distance has the function of reducing the defects of the engraving: Although this figure (Column) is known as one of the best that there is a hippo, it seems to me very defective; The copy made in our
Council III is not the main object of this board, and can only be seen from a distance due to the presence of the fruit on the front of the board, its defects are less obvious and do not prevent it from contributing with the fetus to give some insight into the adult behemoth.48 FIG.3 - Hippopotamusmus, of Colon (Fabio), Aquatilium et
terrestrium aliquot animalium..., Romae: s. XXX (MNHN Central Library, 1611). 30 It is worth noting here an iconographic strategy, which consists of presenting as a distant vision of a figure that would seem too inaccurate up close. Thus, the hippopotamus is represented in the background, on the banks of the Senegal River, as evidenced
by the special silhouette of the baobab, described by Michel Adanson in the memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences in 176149. Supplements will complete these gaps, especially with a full description of stuffed skin preserved in the Cabinet of Natural Curiosity at the University of Leiden, a unique piece that Allamand describes: As it is
probably the only curiosity of its kind in Europe, I believe that all those who love natural history will be grateful to me for what they know through the engraving. , and enrich the magnificent work of M. de Buffon. So the board we add here represents the hippo better than it has been presented so far, or rather it is the only figure that we
have, because in all the others that have been published, this animal is not recognizable, except for one found in the Dutch book where it is mentioned by the Leviathan, which is mentioned in the Scriptures , and it was done on the same model that was copied here. The 50 common symbols of animal engravings in the leg of 31Graments
of animals in the leg represent the animals in a profile set on a pedestal, inscribed in a bizarre setting where you can read, as Roland Barth suggests, a sign of man in the presence of a farm, ruins, a statue.51 Each beast and its skeleton are placed on the same support, in a pose The base of the goat (IR XII, pl. 13) is even raised,
presented on a kind of rocky aplomb, which mimics the natural habitat of these wild goats. The pedestal, like a stone bench, hides the base of a naturalized object52: the animals depicted are stuffed with leather or parched specimens, but they also reuse paintings and sculptures.53 The standardized and stylized presentation, adopted in
natural history, has the function of evacuating as many scenic as possible. Bats are laid on the ground on the model of four-legged, rather than hang in obscure attics. First of all, they were usually presented at the end of the birds, the wings wide open, and the chameleons and turtles completed the four-legged. Buffon and Daubenton, by
contrast, will put them down to their four-seater module.54 The camel and the camel are deprived of a hump; hedgehog, guinea pig, mole, shapeless creature, placed on their four legs and reduced to a common module of the animal's body, which runs from horse to myco, from four-legged to quadruman. FIG. 4 - Bats, from Valentini
(Michelle Bernard), Amphitheatre zootomics..., Francofurti: ex officina sunaria, 1720, pl. LXIII (MNHN Central Library, 63794). 32 Singularity of illustration in Buffon's natural history appears in comparison to other iconographic enclosures of animals. Ahead of Buffon's work is a well-known but outdated enclosure, the Universal Omnium
animal Henrikus Ruish555. The engravings essentially reprint Ian Johnston's natural animal history plates and a collection of texts from Gesner, Aldrovandi, Margraff and Mouffet. So it is a work that inherits much of its content from the natural history of the 16th century, to which Buffon is rebuked for having fatras scholarships, without any
discrimination against the content of the subjects. In fact, Theatrum still includes mythical elements such as the figure of a griffin. However, naturalists still recognized a certain usefulness around 1740, especially with regard to the fish part. Thus, Father Pluche quotes Ruish about fishing, limiting the role from this work, which simply
arouses the curiosity of beginners.56 33 Ruysch Theatrum presents itself as a comprehensive picture of Creation, representing fish, insects, crustaceans, birds and quadrupeds. Here already marks the first difference: the general and special natural history of Buffon and Daubenton, despite its name, which announces a project affecting all
naturalia (and that in addition, the original prospectus) is limited to a set of animals resembling four-legged mammals. 34A the second point of comparison concerns the position of the animals. In Ruisha's book, the elephant is shown to us from the back, profile and face. Conversely, in natural history, animals are always in profile, with rare
exceptions.57 This uniqueness and uniformity of the shape of each animal is a decisive moment. Human place is also a problematic and revealing element. Ruish represents the animal in direct interaction with humans. The elephant rode his master. Similarly, the bears are represented by combat and muzzled in combat gear. Sticks and
muzzles point to human control all over the world. We deal with pets, performing a social function. Buffon, on the other hand, shows us an elephant and a bear, at least devoid of any human element. Thus, where Ruish represents a body that arouses curiosity, Buffon standardizes the shape of the animal from which he makes the module.
We then compare the work of Buffon and Dobenton with a previous academic endeavor, a memoir to serve the natural history of animals led by Claude Perrault. The absence of colors 35Grace of common and special natural history in black and white. Buffon acknowledges that the use of flowers will give a description ( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . more perfect and pleasant than this speech could have been made.58 But this remedy is not necessary for the animals treated in the first series. As he later clarified when he approached
the history and description of birds: In four-legged animals, a good drawing rendered by black engravings is enough for a clear knowledge of each, because the colors of the four-legged being only a small number and quite uniform, it is easy to name them and point them to speech.59 FIG. 5 (on the other hand, the right page and the
double page) - Elephant, front and profile. Engraved wood, reissued by Ruish in 1718, from Jonston (Jan), Historia naturalis de quadripetibus..., Francofurti: ad Moenum impensa Matthai Meriani, 1640, 4 flights, pls VII-IX (MNHN Central Library, D 24113, D 24114, D 24115). 36It is important: illustrated in black and white, the story of four-
legged can be drawn to a very large number in France, not to mention foreign editions60. On the other hand, the history of birds has two editions: a black-and-white edition in which De Sev is always responsible for the engraving, and the illuminated edition made Francois-Nicholas Martine (born 1731), an engineer, draftsman and engraver
of the royal cabinet, addresses a small number of specimens (presumably no more than 450)61. 37 That's why other naturalists, for example, find the condemnation of lighting pleasant for amateurs, but not useful for science. Reaumur appreciates the crucial importance of illustration: it is primarily a work whose purpose is to make known
the body shapes and parts of various insects that drawings are necessary; they enliven, so to speak, these works. It seems that life is absent from those whom they lack. In this genre, work that is almost the only drawings will always be better to get than another, which would have been completely devoid of it, accurate and detailed as it
was,62 38Atumur here contrasts the success of the Maria-Sibly Merian Plates (1647-1717), both European and Surina insects, with the history of insects given by the system John (1627-1705) , absolutely devoid of figures and which had little taste. Thus, in the methodology of the reaumur the terms of observation and observer, which
come up incessantly, are connected with the need for illustration. Once observed, we must take into account what we have seen, that is: we must draw. There are two ways of painting, drawing and describing, the first of which has the advantage of lightness and speed. Where words are tedious, drawing is a valuable undergvam and a
useful shortcut to capture attention and support the imagination: It is difficult to draw accurate descriptions of different shapes, different mechanisms and different proportions of parts of certain bodies. Drawings say much faster what they say: they can't always represent everything they would like them to represent, but they always support
the imagination, and with their help the person reads and hears descriptions that otherwise would not be heard or read . 63 FIG. 6 - Insect Board from Merian (Maria Sybilla), Over de voortteeling en wonderbaerlyke veranderingen der Surinaamsche insecten..., Amsterdam: s. n., 1719, pl. VII (MNHN Central Library, D 11511). 39 However,
this privilege of images in the text is not absolute: a few lines, if they are a good author like Ray, make it easier to find and distinguish an animal than a mostly illuminated engraving. Simply, the image is more Related to imagination: On the contrary, the text requires the reader to provide translation efforts. Admittedly, the boards brighten
up, even if they are not always accurately made famous. The main problem here is that artists and good checkers are rare. It should also be noted that engraving often causes, to be useful and accurate, salvage lighting, which has the effect of a significant increase in the value of the book, not always bringing real intellectual added value.
Thus, Merian's praise turns into a fierce critique of this kind of work: what is more rejoing from lighting is not commensurate with their price. 64 It is even better to have only simple prints that at least do not deceive us and which retain the similarity that often leads to loss. At the same time, far from boasting of beautiful and expensive books
of color images, Reaumur, for his part, prefers not to multiply the figures and stick exclusively to engravings. It also emphasizes the need to avoid intermediaries as much as possible: the observer should be a draftsman and a draftsman should be an engraver.66 As much as possible, we should avoid using someone else's hand that we
do not control always with us. And when the author lacks talent (as in the case of Reaumur himself, unable to make his own drawings), you need to control all the work: A crazy man can be smart, it is impossible to enter the views of the author, if the author does not conduct, so to speak, his brush. The draft will be struck by certain parts of
the object that it will seek to put more prominent place, and which will be the ones that it is least important to make known . 67 Thus, the author must order everything, direct everything and consider everything: he must be the soul that animates the drawing and guarantees its authenticity, against the fantasies of artists whose purpose is
only to make people see, even if it means twisting nature and presenting animals in false views. Thus, realism is not about seeing everything: the correct illustration should know how to sacrifice completeness at the altar from the right point of view. The decorative elements and character of the landscapes represented the 41stway of the
landscape or decoration is not a necessity of naturalistic engraving. If we consider, for example, the case of Andre Theme (1516-1590), the use of jewelry varies: uncorrected toucan singularity is accompanied by a landscape in cosmography (i.e. II, p. 938 b); also his haet (a) sees his decor enriched Cosmography (t. II, p. 941 a)68.
Natural history shows more permanence at this point and decorative elements form an important element of the nature of his engraving. 42 However, it turns out that the repertoire of scenery rarely corresponds to the animal. The wolf is depicted in front of the remains of a slaughtered sheep (IR VII, pl. 1), Foxes in the middle of the
backyard (IR VII, pl. 4) or Vole in front of a wheat field (IR VII, pl. 47). But Dogin at the Roman Forum (IR V, pl. 44); hamster in front of the Gothic Cathedral (IR XIII, pl. 14) and Ant-Man in front of the imposing baptised dungeon (IR X, pl. 30); Lori is in front of a Chinese pagoda (Birds, VI, IR XXI, pl. 6, p. 134), reminiscent of an elephant. If
Roussett and Rugett (IR X, pl. 14 and pl. 17) are in uncertain ruins, we enter a Gothic church with impressive spans with foreign bats (pl. 19), when other camps are in the setting of old stumps (pl. 20). The mongoose is in front of the sphinx and the pyramid (IR XIII, pl. 18, p. 162); similarly, Tamamoir, caught between two columns, collides
with a headless sphinx, while another small tamana with a raised tail is represented in the background (IR X, pl. 29). If Kabassu boards 40 (IR X), it seems to be in front of the ruins of an Egyptian temple that of board 41 seems to be before setting up the Maya. FIG. 7 - Toucan without decoration and toucan with landscape. The figure on
the left comes from The Color (Andre), the Singularity of Antarctica of France, Otherwise known as America and several open lands and islands of our time, Paris: Heirs of M. de La Porte, 1558, p. 91 (MNHN Central Library, 24114), right hand comes from Thevet (Andre), Universal Cosmography, Paris: P. l'Huillier, 1575, t. 2, p. 938 (BNF,
453). 43 This dimension of illustration can be illuminated with a distinction proposed by Roger de Peeles (1635-1709), in his Course of Painting on Principles (1708), between two styles of landscapes: heroic style and pastoral or country style. Heroic style is a composition of objects that in their genre draw from art and nature all that can
produce great and unusual. The sites are all nice and amazing; factories are only temples, only pyramids, only ancient burial sites, altars dedicated to deities, and walking houses of regular architecture; and if nature is not expressed as a chance makes us see it every day, it is at least presented as one can imagine what it should be. This
style is a pleasant illusion, and a kind of charm when part of the beautiful genius and good spirit, as it was with Poussin, the one who expressed himself so well there. But those who want to follow this kind of painting and will not have the talent to support the sublime he asks often run the risk of getting into the nursery. The style of the
country represents countries that seem much less cultivated than those cast on the quirk of nature alone. It is seen as simple, unvarnished and uncreary; but with all the ornaments that she knows better to decorate herself when left in her freedom than when art makes her violent. In this style, sites suffer all kinds of varieties: they are
sometimes large enough to attract herds of shepherds, and sometimes wild enough to serve as a retreat for the lonely and safe for wild animals.69 FIG. 8 - Lori before the Chinese pagoda. Plank from Volume XXI natural, general and special story of Buffon (Birds, Vol. VI), Paris: Royal impr., 1779, pl. VI, page 134 (MNHN Central Library,
D 13788). 44Piles notes that these two styles often join. However, if an artist's art is to achieve a balance between them, you can find this scale on the scale of the volume, spreading two styles in different prints. Using this typology, we could divide the natural history plates into two groups. The board, modeled after Audrey and engraved
with Baccoa, is a model of pastoral style: we see the landscape between the legs of the horse magpie, the animal perch. The whole village, borrowed from Flemish masters: the mansion of the dovecote, the horizon, bounded by mountains. De Sewe will follow the same model for many engravings, composing, behind animals, a charming
painting (for example, for a donkey or a bull). Similarly, if you analyze the plates contained in Volume X, rather refer to pastoral or country style boards such as Desman (pl. 2), Polatouche (pl. 21), Palmist (pl. 26) or Swiss protein (pl. 28). On the other hand, it can be attributed to the heroic style of Ondatra (pl. 1) and a few bats - Russett
(pl. 14), Ruzhett (pl. 17), Foreign bats (pl. 18 and 19), Tamanoire (pl. 29)70, Mureter (pl. 30), Kabassu (p. 40)... This distinction between the two styles of landscape allows for an aesthetic value for the architectural elements that abound in boards; thus, the pyramid of Sestia in Rome, a well-known destroyer, which is located against the
backdrop of the Lioness (IR IX, pl. 2), Mangust (IR XIII, pl. 19), Goat Angora (IR, pl. 11), Dromadera (IR XI, pl. 9), Camel, (IR XI, pl. 22)71. These tend to tighten from one board to another. For example, the Pyramid of Pinha (IR XV, pl. 17) is located in Crocodile (Snakes, I, IR XXXVII, 1788, pl. 14, p. 188 De Seve and Sticotti) and there is
a Mayan pyramid with stairs in Tupinambis (Snakes, I, IR XXXVII, 251, pl. 17). 45Nean borrowings are obvious72: Manukod (Birds III, IR XVIII, 164, pl. 13) is depicted in front of a wooden bridge suspended between two rocks, taken from an illustration by Audrey, in his edition fables de La Fontaine (Desaint et Saillant, 1755-1759), gives to
L'cvisse and his daughter Basni (Fables, 1755-1759). Todier (Birds VII, IR XXII, 230, pl. XI) appears located in front of the cottage and the cliff escarpment: De S'me also borrows this motif from Oudry, who himself drew it from the Flemish landscapes of Nicolaes Berchem (1620-1683) or Meindert Hobbema (1638-1709). 46 We can also
note the elements of the decor, which, due to the lack of books identified by historians, remain for us in all their strangeness. Particularly noteworthy is the female panther (IR IX, pl. 12): in the foreground is a half-corbyn and a kind of turtle root, and behind the animal engraved face on the bas-relief with, in the background, stele and draped
silhouette73. There is a statue of a similar shape to Corinne (IR XII, pl. 27). Ondatra is in front of an imposing drawbridge (IR X, pl. 1) when Desman is in the taiga in front of a blown hut and pine etiquette (IR X, pl. 2). On other boards, strange plant elements occupy the foreground, left: a bunch of grass on the engraving of a lioness (IR IX,
pl. 2) or a stump in front of the skeleton of the Lion (IR IX, pl. 7). Are they trying to hide some repentance? Others create rustic character, such as wooden barriers that cement the base of the bakers (IR X, pl. 3). FIG. 9 - Todue sat in front of the cottage and the cliff escarpment. Plank from Volume XXII natural, general and special history
of Buffon (Birds, Volume VII), Paris: Royal Improvisation, 1780, pl. XI, page 230 (MNHN Central Library, D 13861). 47Pridry borrows engravings from other reference works. The engraving of the female sarigue (IR X, pl. 46, p. 334) is taken from the impressive catalogue of Albert Seba's office, where the animal was depicted as a
filander74. Also used are engravings of the Dutch edition of natural history, reviewed and commented by Joan-Nicolas Sebastian Allamand (1713-1787)75. This applies, for example, to Gnu, of which Buffon declares: I must warn, for the instructions of my and for the most accurate knowledge of this wild animal, which the drawing he
(Allamand) engraved in the Holland edition of my work and which I give here the bar IX, strikes me more in keeping with nature than that of my council VIII; The horns especially seem to me to be poorly represented in this, and the kind of hair belt that the animal wears around the muzzle seems like a dummy.76 48 Style representation of
anatomical parts also works a lot of borrowing. Sebastien Leclerc presented in Perrault's memoir each beast, topped with a sheet with his organs. Similarly, the 34 volumes of the 9th natural history, engraved with Deguerte, combines two different original drawings: the skeleton of Kivetta Bouvet is topped with a stretched sheet
representing pockets designed to secrete the civet smell between the anus and the vulva after De Seva's original drawing. This process is found for the skeleton of Cayopollin (IR X, pl. 57). The principle of skin, practiced in the case of bear paw in Perrault's memoirs, applies to hedgehogs presented without thorns (IR VIII, pl. 6) or to a
moth presented without fur (IR VIII, pl. 12). The choice made 49O the abundance of illustrations should not make us forget one thing: that natural history does not limit itself to collecting all possible engravings. An example of this is an article on L'Unau et l'A (IR XIII, 34). Under this name Buffon deals with hehe (or windy beast) and Piso ye
sive yam. Buffon gives this animal a very accurate iconographic study: he links The Pison engraving with the Clusius engraving, while emphasizing two contributions of the second: ai repens minor (little creeping a)) on page 321 and the skeleton of page 322, as well as a ai in a tree represented on the front element of the history of the two
Indians. Buffon also quotes (IR XIII, 36) the work of George Edwards78, whose first figure is not bad, albeit made of stuffed leather. So Buffon conducted a very accurate study of the various images that were available to him in various works. However, oddly enough, while the representation of the ai skeleton appears in Piso79, the text of
natural history does not include the skeleton of ai, nor the one who possesses in the study (Piece is not MCCXXV, the skeleton of water, describes IR XIII, 69, but is not understood). Daubenton describes two specimens, one of the menagerie of the Marquis de Montmiraila (which Buffon also evokes in the history of the species - IR XIII,
47-48); another who was Suriname in Holland and stored in alcohol. The engraving shows one on the ground, the other hanging on a tree, several young shapes and adults as well that stretches, some organic parts that correspond to the possession of the cabinet: boards 2 and 3 represent the stomachs of water, the board is a 4th part of
the female generation. This discrepancy between the engravings presented and those that would have been possible indicates, to us, that while illustration is important to natural history, it is not its heart: the purpose of the work is not to provide a comprehensive catalogue of images. Therefore, we must go further in understanding the



unique characteristics of natural history and its illustration. FIG. 10 - Female sarigue and parrot. Tip extracted from Seba (Albertus), Locupletissimi rerum naturalium thesauri..., Amsterdam: Jansoninio-Waesbergios, 1734-1765, t. 1, pl. XXXVIII (MNHN Central Library, Fol Bn 32 GF). 1 Nissen (Klaus), Die zoologische Buchillustration. Ire
Bibliography and Gesicte. Group I: Bibliography, Stuttgart: A. Hirseimann, 1969, page 72. A brief description of the volumes of the original edition given by Heilbrun (George), a bibliographic essay: a brief description of the original edition of The General and Special Natural History describing Roy's office, in Bertin (L.), et al. Buffon: Thirty
unpublished letters from Buffon, Paris: National Museum of Natural History, 1952, p. 233-236 (Great French Naturalists; 1). All volumes were published in the royal printing house, which from 1735 to 1788 was assisted by his son Etienne-Alexander Anisson-Duperron, who had been associated with him since 1765. There is only one
exception to this when, in 1787 Buffon scrambled with the royal printing press: Mr. De l'Impressiona, the Monsignor who kept me waiting for more than two years, printing my last volumes of minerals, I decided last summer to have a fifth volume of these same minerals printed outside the Royal Printing House, which deals with the magnet
and which was published for several days. (Letter from Buffon to the Minister of the Royal House, 15 October 1787, National Archives, o1,610, 1st file, fo 112.) While books from the Royal Printing House were not to seek privileges (so they were exempt from previous censorship), Volume XXIX (volume V minerals containing the Magnet
Treaty and its use) appears with the privilege (a reference that did not appear in other volumes) because it is published in the Royal Printing House. See Bassy (Alain-Marie), In the Time of the Great Buffon's work in the Royal Press (1749-1789) in the book The Art of the Book in the National Press, Paris: National Impr., 1973, p. 171-189.
2 . In 1734-1735 Huth painted ten large paintings three meters high, which are now in the Conde Museum. 3 Cf. Fontenay (Abbot Louis-Abel de), Artists Dictionary, 1st impr., Paris: Vincent, 1776, Geneva: Minkoff, 1972, t. 1, p. 232. 4 See Jean, Landscape in France in the early 18th century and by Jean-Baptiste Oudry (1686-1755),
Gazette des Beaux-Arts, In the second semester of 1908, page 353-380, the realistic program developed by Audrey (p. 375) refers to the existence of the Flemish Party, of which Audrey is the artistic leader. From this point of view, the manifesto of the moral landscape in the Flemish genre was the painting Farm, painted in 1750 on the
grounds of a dolphin and copied by the queen to offer it in tins. According to Lockkin (p. 376): Moralistic tendencies of the realist movement have not escaped the clergy. All amateur abbots and art historians of the time, Guguelot, Garriguez de Ofment, Reynal, Clement, LeBlanc, exalt the virtues of Audrey's landscapes. So is Father
Laugier. See also Opperman (Hal), J. B. Oudry: 1686-1755, exhibition of the National Galleries of Grand Palais, Paris, October 1, 1982 - January 3, 1983, Paris: Meeting of National Museums, 1982, 287 p.m. and Opperman (Hal), J.B. Audrey: 1686-1755, Kimbell Art Museum Exhibition, Fort Worth, February 26 - June 5, 1983, Nelson
Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, July 15-September 4, Fort Worth (Texas): Kimbell Art Museum, 1983, 222 p.m. 5 This reading of Bassy (Alain Marie), During the Great Synthesis. Buffon's work in the Royal Printing House (1749-1789) , art. cit., 179. Lockkin (Jean), Landscape in France in the early 18th century and the work of Jean-
Baptiste Audrey (1686-1755), art. cit., p. 373 draws opposition between the two great French time landscapers: While Boucher won Ms. de Pompadour's favor and painted to please her, Oudry was responsible above all to the trends of moralizing of the small group that formed around Marie Leczinska and the dolphin. 6 This spread of the
relationship is mainly present in the volumes of additives, particularly in Volume VII (IR XXXVI). For example, Pith'que (pl. II to IV) is represented in two motion views, i.e. standing on two hind legs, boards II and IV, and on four legs, board III, in he is also presented in a small, seated, third attitude that he often takes when he rests.
Similarly, Douc (pl. XXIII): We give here (pl. XXIII) the figure of the duk seen from behind: we gave the figure of this guenon visible from the front, vol. XIV, pl. XLI. This animal is so singularly dressed that we thought we had to represent it on both sides. 7 See, for example, Pangolin and Fatagin (IR X, 180), of which Buffon is a story
together, give a double description (in IR X, 187 and IR X, 192): each has its own board representing it in the foot (pls 34 and 35). 8 Portales (Baron Roger), 18th century cartoonists, Paris: D. Morgand - K. Fatout, 1877, page 2, p. 620. 9 Heilbrun (George), Essay bibliography, in Bertin (L.), et al., Buffon: thirty unpublished letters from
Buffon, op. cit., 236. 10 See Grinevald (Paul-Marie), Natural History Editions, in Gayon (Jean) (under editor), Buffon 88: Proceedings of the symposium in conjunction with the bicentennial of the death of Buffon, Paris, Montbard, Dijon, 14-22 June 1988, Paris: Vrin; Lyon: IIEE, 1992, 631-637. 11 As Baron Portalis (Roger) points out,
cartoonists of illustrations in the 18th century, op. t., t. 2, p. 619: Artist and draftsman Sevet doesn't seem to have attracted much attention from biographers, and the information is very rare in his account. In particular, the dates of his birth and death are unknown. The critical and documentary dictionary of artists by E. Bensit simply reads:
Death after 1790. [...] He worked from 1742 to 1788. Work by Time (Ulrich), Becker (Felix) (edited), Algemes Lexicon der Bildenden Constler, Leipzig: Seemann, 1924, t. 30, simply repeats the same information. The Allgemeines Konstlerlexikon bio-bibliographic index (Munich; Lepicig: Saur, 2000) refers to Tim and Becker. According to
Portales, De Seve apparently comes from Gilbert and Pierre de Segue, both the artist of the Goblin factory, and who will be his grandfather and father. 12 Example of this ignorance of the best historians on Bouvet, a record that Madeleine Pino-Surensen gives for Allgemeines Konstlerlexikon, Munich; Lepicig: Saur, 1997, 15, 394. 13 Full
list of 59 engravers appears in Nissen (Klaus), Die zoologische Buchillustration. Ire Bibliography and Gesicte. Group I: bibliography, op. 72. 14 Madeleine-Francoise Bassport (1701-1780) was a pastelist and miniature artist in the King's Garden (Aubriet was his master). According to Roux (Marseille), Inventory of the French Foundation:
18th century engravers, Paris: Le Garrec, 1930, t. 2, p. 155, Basseport has little engraved, and early in his career. She created for Buffon a board of 9 volumes III. 15 A. J. Defehrt (1723-1774) engraved fourteen plates of natural history distributed in volumes VI VIII, as well as a board VI volume IX (anatomical parts of the lion) - see the full
list in Roux (Marseille), The Inventory of the French Foundation ... op. cit., t. 8, 497-498. 16 Jean-Charles Baquoy (1721-1777) made 108 plates for the first series of natural history. The full list is given by Roux (Marseille), an inventory of the French fund ... op. 1, 445-453 and 494-495 for in-12 editions. 17 Claude Baron (1738-1770?), a
disciple of Juak-Philippe Le Bas. Roux (Marseille), Inventory of the French Foundation ... op. cit., t. 2, page 69-70, lists prints made for natural history. 18 Catherine Haussar, the eldest daughter of Gina Haussar (1679?-1749), is active in the third quarter of the 18th century (see Roux (Marseille), the inventory of the French Foundation...,
op. cit., t. 11, p. 247-248). 19 Claude-Donat Gardener (c. 1725-c. 1768) was a pupil of J. Ph. Le Bass, N. Dupuis and Laurent Cars (see list of his engravings for natural history, in Roux (Marseille), Inventory of the French Foundation ..., op. cit., t. 12, p. 96-99). 20 Marie-Anne Roussenet, daughter of Alexis-Etienne Roussel, medal
engraver. It was teamed up with the Tardieu family, a large family of engravers, marrying Pierre-Francois (born in 1711). See Portalis (Roger), Beraldi (Henry), 18th century Les Graveurs, Paris: Morgand - Fatout, 1882, t. 3, p. 587. 21 According to Nissen (Klaus), Die zoologische Buchillustration. Ire Bibliography and Gesicte. Group I:
bibliography, op. cit., p. 320, the list of collaborators includes only three sources of drawings - Basseporte (which provides 9 frontispieces and 203 boards), Oudry (whose painting is repeated) and Van Kessel. We have to add four engravers: Back Liege, J. P. Bottom. Burguan and De Meze. 22 According to Nissen's reviews, 36 plates of
Hortus Cliffortian 1737 (drawn by Georg Dunisos Eret and engraved by Jan Vandelaar) and, in zoology, 12 plates of the Museum of Tesinianum 1753 and 33 plates of the Museum of S.R. M. Adolfi Friederisi Regis Suekorum 1754 (in particular, J. Rehn). 12 plates of entomology of suecicae fauna are associated with the posthumous
edition of C. de Villiers (1789). 23 Baron Portalis very complements the style of De Seve (Portaleris (Roger), Cartoonists of illustrations in the 18th century, op. cit., t. 2, p. 620): He painted animals with great naturalness and fidelity.... Portalis, however, reserved his highest praise for the illustration given to De Seve for Rasin's works (Paris:
improvisation. Breton, 1760, 3 flights in 4 degrees). 24 Bassi (Alain-Marie), In the time of great synthesis. Buffon's work in the Royal Printing House (1749-1789) , art. cit., 176. 25 See Nissen (Klaus), Die zoologische Buchillustration. Ire Bibliography and Gesicte. Group II: Geshichte, Stuttgart: A. Hirseman, 1978, page 132: An der Vervielf-
Liung sin Alle Pariser Kupferschecher der Seit, die Rang und Naman hatten, beteiligt worden. 26 In particular, Roux (Marseille), Inventory of the French Foundation..., op. cit., t. 2, p. 69, gives a stern judgment about the baron's work: His work is really very unattractive. It's a purely commercial engraving. Similarly, Pinot-Surensen
(Madeleine), Surensen (Bent), Research on the Encyclopedia Graver: Defehrt, Diderot Research and Encyclopedia, No. 15, October 1993, p. 97-112, consider Defehrt quite harsh (see, in particular, page 112): He is not a very talented engraver, and he can never get rid of a certain drought. Its precision quality is particularly valuable for
these scientific reproduction papers, which require a lot of fidelity in the first place. A big engraver probably wouldn't be able to match this discipline and would like to give these performances an artistic character. 27 Gombrich (Ernst Hans), Art and Illusion: The Psychology of Painting Representation, translation of the third English ed.
Duran Guy, Jean-Luc Meed, Paris: Gallimard, 1996, page 110-111. 28 See Albrecht Durer: Engraved Works: Exhibition, Paris, Petit Pale Museum, April 4-July 21, 1996, Catalogue ed. Sophie Renuard de Bussierre, Paris: Museums of Paris, 1996, page 254-255. 29 Parsons (James), Natural History of rhino, Philosophical deals, No. 470,
1743, p. 523, translated by Demours (Pierre), Letter to Mr. Martin Faulk, Squire, President of the Royal Society, containing the history of the Rhino, in the philosophical transactions of the Royal Society from 1737 to 1744, Paris: Briasson, 1759-1760, t. 7, p. 237-254; here, 237. The Demours translation adds a board representing the
animal after Audrey's painting. 30 Same, 241. 31 Roger (Jacques), Buffon, philosopher at king's garden, Paris: Fayard, 1989, p. 357. 32 See Rukmaaker (L.C.), History of the Rhino of Versailles (1770-1793), Science History Review, Volume 36, No. 3-4, 1983, p. 307-318. 33 Buffon (The Rhinoceros, IR XI, 174) refers to Parsons, where
we also see three figures of this animal, whose male was in London in 1739, and the female in 1741, as well as the translation of Demors. He also refers to the description contained in the Edwards (George), Gleanings of Natural History: An exhibition of figures of four-legged, birds, insects, plants, etc., most of which do not have, until
now, either curly or described, London: Royal College of Physicians, 1758-64, 3 flight: The figure is very good and was made after the animal living in 1752; it is the same female rhino that we saw and painted in Paris in 1749. 34 Bruce (James), Journey to Nubia and Abyssinia, undertaken to discover the sources of the Nile, during 1768,
1769, 1770, 1771, 1772 and 1773, English translation of Caster J. H., Paris: Plassan, 1790-1792, 6 flights. The board is in Volume VI (pl. 25), a description in volume V. Bruce states: Albert Durer gave it back excellently; and yet it was from his painting that he had spread to all parts of the world, so many shapeless or monstrous copies.
The remedy came from Parsons, Edwards and Buffon, who still represent unicorn rhinos (i.e., p. 106). 35 Thus, well-documented borrowings that were documented in 1622-1674 by Peter Burnaert (1620-1678) or Nickius Bernaerts (1620-1678). See Schonfeld (Claudia), Hegner (Christina), Verm-chtnis der Aufklurung: Jean-Baptiste
Oudry, Jean-Antoine Houdon. Sammlung Staatlihes Shverin Museum, Schwerin: Statlich Museum, 2000, 207 pages; several elements are taken in Droguet (Vincent), Salmon (Xavier), Veron Deniz (Daniel), animals Udri. The collection of Dukes Mecklenburg-Schwerin, Paris: Meeting of national museums, 2003, sees in particular notices
66 (p. 168) and 81 (p. 194). 36 Demours states this in a long addition to Parsons's memoirs, which Buffon quotes in full and with great praise (IR XI, 179): These remarks are reasonable and meaningful, as all Mr. de Morse writes. Audrey's painting is currently kept at the Staatliches Museum in Schwerin (inv. G 1928), cf. Salmon (Xavier),
Artist, Surgeon, Duke and Animals, in Droguet (Vincent), salmon (Xavier), Veron Denise (Daniel), animal d'Oudry. Collection of Dukes of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, op. cit., 141. 37 Buffon, Supplement to the article of the elephant (supp. III, IR XXXII, 292); A new addition to the Article Tiger (supp. VII, XXXVI, 227). 38 Daubenton (Louis
Marie), Description of the Lion (IR IX, 27). 39 See the Memory of the Drawings made by S. Seve and Bouvet for general and special natural history, describing the royal cabinet, from June 1, 1759 to June 1, 1762 (Central Library of the National Museum of Natural History, manuscript 218, fo 31 verso). The text says, after a list of two
vignettes and a list of 43 animal drawings: For fourteen of the above drawings, which were made in Menagerie de Versailles , paying 84 pounds, or 6 pounds for the drawing. Then there are drawings on anatomical parts and birds. 40 Buffon, Natural History of Birds (IR XVI, p.h.) 41 Cf. Ruini (Carlo), Anatomy del Cavallo, and the output e
suoi rimedii, opera nuova, No. 1st Ed. Bologna, 1598, 3rd Ed., Venice: G. Bindoni il Giovane, 1602; in Jourdin (Jean), La Vraye cognoissance du cheval, his illness and remedies, with the anatomy of Ruini, Paris: T. de Ninville, 1647, 126 pages; Jourdin (Jean), Perfect Horseman, or Vraye Horse, her disease and remedies, with the
anatomy of Ruini, Paris: L. Chamhoudry, 1655, 126 pages and Solleysel (Jacques de), Le Parfait mareschal, which teaches to know the beauty, kindness and slander of horses, a way to keep them in the fatigue of travel ... Together the delicacy of studs, Paris: G. Clozier, 1654, 504 p. 42 On the descendant of the iconography of Ruini, cf.
Surensen (Bent), Enduring Vitality Flayed Horse. Carlo Ruini, Bouchardon and others, Apollo, March 2002, page 30-39, which completes Pinot 43 Daubenton Notice 74-75, Description of the Elephant (IR XI, 94). The study of the terracotta model, made ad vivum by the journal Francois Joseph Sali (1717-1776) and its circulation, was
analyzed by Suresensen (Bent), the Elephant of the South by Francois Joseph Sala, Gazette of Fine Arts, October 1995, p. 139-148. 44 Buffon, Elan and Deer (IR XII, 109-110). 45 Buffon, Les Gazelles (IR XII, 220). The confusion of names and testimonies is further complicated by the search for a bezoard, a gemstone that should
produce one species. Buffon examines the myth (IR XII, 231): If you consult with other naturalists and travelers, one might be tempted to believe that these are indiscriminately gazelles, wild goats, domestic goats and even sheep that carry this stone and (IR XII, 248): From all these facts, one can conclude that, in general, bezoards are
just remnants of plant food. 46 Daubenton, Hippopotamus Description (IR XII, 50 and Pl. 3). (Madeleine), Words in the drawing, Paris: Meeting of national museums, 1986, page 69-70. 47 See Column (Fabio), Aquatilium and terrestrium aliquot animalium: aliarumq'ue) observation of the rerum of naturalism, Rome: s. n., 1616, page 28 to
describe and pl. XXX for the figure. 48 Daubenton, Hippopotamus Description (IR XII, 50). 49 Adenson (Michelle), Description of a new genus tree called Baobab, observed in Senegal, Memories of the Royal Academy of Sciences, Volume 63, 1761, p. 218-243, ii, figs. A that gives a general view of the tree. 50 Buffon, Addition to the
Hippopotamus article (supp. III, IR XXXII, 304). 51 Bart (Roland), Planks Encyclopedia, zero degree of Scripture, and then new critical essays, Paris: Le Seuil, 1972, page 89-105 (Test Points; 35). 52 We analyze, in case of a lion, the originality of Buffon's engravings compared to other iconographic enclosures, in our article Animality in
Pieces. Stuffed samples and jars of organs in the boards of Buffon's natural history (1749-1767) , art. Cit. 53 For example, Elephant (IR XI, 104): A dried-up young elephant in the Royal Office.... 54 Daubenton, Bat Description (IR VIII, 121): I am surprised that the naturalists who had to watch them closely misunderstood the four-legged
characters of these animals and misunderstood them to the point of making them a bird. All the figures of bats, even in the books on natural history, present them with extended wings: if they had never been seen that these wings are legs when the animal is at rest, and that it has four legs like the other four-legged? We have a good
example of the flaws criticized in Valentini (Michelle Bernard), Amphiteatrum zootomicum, No. 1720, 2nd ed., Francofurti ad Moenum: Ex officina, 1742, Pars Altera, p. 78. 55 Henrik Ruish, an Amsterdam physician and botanist, is known only as the publisher of the omnium Theatrum animalium, published in 2 volumes, in folio, in 1718. He
should not be confused with his father Frederick Ruiss (1638-1731), a Dutch anatomist, a great collector of the Curiosity Cabinet, known throughout Europe, a member of the Society of Curious Nature, the Royal Society of London and a member of the Paris Academy of Sciences in 1727. 56 Pluche (Christmas-Antoine), Nature Spectacle,
or Interview about the features of natural history that seemed likely to make young people curious and train their minds. T. 1: What looks at animals and plants, Paris: Vve Estienne Desaint, 1732, page 405 (fourteenth maintenance). Knight set in the show (libertine character and novice naturalist) says he likes to refer to Theatrum and
wonder on every page. But the count (confirmed by a naturalist, hunter, fisherman and observer) does not like the work. Therefore, Pluche accepts Theatrum only to the extent that it arouses curiosity and causes above all the desire to see with your own eyes. The example that is given in the graph is that the trunk of an elephant, say it
could be observed and extracted from several conversations. 57 Exceptions include an otter and a mulot in Volume VII (pl. XI), presented both in profile and in person; or the second volume XII board, completing the zebra profile with two portraits, one of which is visible from the front and the other showing the upper neck, back and rut. 58
Buffon, Natural History of Birds, Book Plan (IR XVI, page ix). 59 Ibid., page v-vj. 60 Ibid, page 61 Edition of The Birds of Buffon was published in 10 volumes, from 1771 to 1786. This edition contains 973 birdboards engraved with Martinet and 35 insect boards - a total of 1008. It is in a large folio format, so, Buffon explains, many birds can
be represented in their real format (IR XVI, p. ix). The engravings are displayed in the form of notebooks of 24 plates: each notebook cost 15 books in small paper and 24 books in large paper (from Buffon's letter to Richard de Ruffy, January 20, 1766, in Buffon (George-Louis Leclerc, Count), General correspondence of Buffon, collected
and annotated by H. Nado from Buffon, Geneva: Slatkin, 1971, vol. 1, letter III). Martine's illuminated boards were held in 1765 under the direction of Edme-Louis Daubenton, son of collaborator Buffon. In this book, cf. Ronsil (Rene), L'Art Francois dans le livre d'oiseau: elements of French ornithological iconography, Paris: National
Museum of Natural History, 1957, Chapter III, page 23-32 (Memory Of the Museum, Nelle A series, zoology; 15, in particular, borrowing this series from the ornithology boards of Salerne and Brisson. 62 Reaumur (Rene, Antoine, Ferco), a memoir to serve the history of insects. T. 1: On caterpillars and butterflies, Paris: royal impr., 1734,
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